Abstract: Porous electrochemical supercapacitive materials, as an important type of new-generation energy storage devices, require detailed analysis and knowledge of their capacitive performances under different charging/discharging regimes. An investigation of the responses to dynamic perturbations of typical representatives, noble metal oxides, carbonaceous materials and RuO 2 -impregnated carbon blacks, by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is presented. This presentation follows a brief description of supercapacitive behavior and origin of pseudo-capacitive response of noble metal oxides. For all the investigated materials, the electrical charging/discharging equivalent of the EIS response was found to obey the transmission line model envisaged as a so-called "resistor/capacitor (RC) ladder". The ladder features are correlated to material physicochemical properties, its composition and the composition of the electrolyte. Fitting of the EIS data of different supercapacitive materials to appropriate RC ladders enables in-depth profiling of the capacitance and pore resistance of their porous thin-layers and finally the complete revelation of capacitive energy storage issues.
INTRODUCTION
Supercapacitive materials have attracted the most intense attention in contemporary technologies of electrochemical energy conversion and storage since they were found to fit almost completely the rather wide gap in power-energy characteristics between classic electrical capacitors (CEC) and batteries and fuel cells. 1 Table I shows that special constructions of electrochemical capacitors (EC) are able to release energy in times as short as classic capacitors do, and to store the amount of energy that is comparable to that stored by batteries. These extraordinary characteristics of EC lay in the intrinsic origin of their capacitive behavior -the physicochemical properties of the double layer and electrochemical processes at the supercapacitor sheath/electrolyte interphase. In comparison to CEC, whose characteristics are dictated by the dieletric constant and the thickness of the medium between the sheaths as current connectors, the electrode surface and outer Helmholtz plane play the role of the sheaths in EC, whereas the constituents of the double layer (ions and water molecules) determine its behavior as a dieletric medium. The large capacitance of an EC is hence mainly due to the nm size of the Debye length. However, in case of EC, there is an additional possibility to increase the capacitance by increasing the surface area of the sheaths by the application of nano-structured porous materials. Finally, some noble metal oxides, carbons and polymers are known for their ability to exchange considerable quantity of charge due to fast reversible redox transitions. Since there are no net faradaic manifestations, this ability is recognized as pseudo-capacitance. 1 These three specific features enable the overlapping of energy-power characteristics of EC, the so-called supercapacitors and even ultra-capacitors, with CEC and batteries, as presented in Table I . These features form two categories of EC: the double layer-and pseudo-capacitors. species constituting the double layer upon imposition of an external electric field, and those mainly based on pseudo-capacitance as a consequence of charge exchange across the electrode/electrolyte interphase due to redox transitions. The second group can involve to some extent the contribution of double layer charging/discharging, especially if the active material is of high surface area. The main representatives of the first type of EC are different forms of powdered carbons 1 (carbon blacks, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] their single-and multi-walled nanotube forms [7] [8] [9] and graphene sheets [10] [11] [12] ), although some contribution of carbon functional groups at the surface of activated carbons could cause the pseudocapacitive behavior. 13 The diverse group of pseudo-capacitors can be subdivided according to the processes from which the pseudo-capacitance originates. Three main processes are involved: redox transitions of the electrode material itself, electrosorption and intercalation. 1 As already mentioned, redox pseudo-capacitors are noble metal oxides (RuO 2 and IrO 2 ) and some non-noble oxides and hydroxides (MnO 2 , Co 3 O 4 , NiO/Ni(OH) 2 , V 2 O 5 , SnO 2 , etc.), 14, 15 as well as electroconductive polymers.
This review focuses on carbon powder materials and noble metal oxides, RuO 2 and IrO 2 , as well as on carbon-supported RuO 2 composite materials. The supercapacitive properties of noble metal oxides appear superior in comparison to other types of EC. Depending on the preparation procedure and, consequently, the physicochemical properties, literature reports the specific capacitance of RuO 2 in the range 100-750 F g -1 . [16] [17] [18] [19] However, the limiting factor for their widespread use is the enormously high cost and relatively hardly-accessible porous structure of nanostructured oxides. For these reasons, these oxides are combined with other cheap materials, such as carbonaceous materials, 11, 12, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] PbO 2 25 and NiO, 26 of high surface area able to distribute uniformly and preserve the fine distribution of oxide particles, thus increasing their efficiency.
PSEUDO-CAPACITANCE OF NOBLE METAL OXIDES
Upon exposure of the noble metal oxide electrode to potentiodynamic changes, an almost symmetric cyclovoltammetric (CV) response is registered, with nearly constant currents in a potential window as wide as 1. Fig. 1 . 27, 28 Iridium oxide introduces superior currents at the potentials above 0.40 V SCE , while rather poor response is registered below 0.40 V SCE . Two well-separated peaks for IrO 2 at around 0.70 and 1.0 V SCE are seen, whereas only a weakly-pronounced broad peak around 0.60 V SCE could be resolved for RuO 2 . However, the increase in cathodic currents below 0.10 V SCE is reserved for this oxide. These manifestations are believed to be the origin of pseudo-capacitance, since the currents are considerably larger than those corresponding to classic double layer charging/discharging. Apparently, there are some faradaic transitions, but no steady-state currents were registered in the presented potential window. 
where K is a proportionality constant and the other thermodynamic quantities have their usual meanings. Accordingly, it is believed that mechanism of pseudocapacitive charging/discharging within an MeO 2 structure involves mixed electron-proton transition across the electrode/electrolyte interphase. [29] [30] [31] The metal-like conductivity of non-stoichiometric RuO x facilitates the transport of electrons within the oxide matrix, whereas that of protons is faster and more pronounced if the oxide is more hydrous. 16 The proton-assisted, solid-state surface redox transitions are usually presented in summary as: 
If the redox transitions (2) would be similar in energy demands, the sum of charge spent for charging could be almost constant over a wide potential range. 32 A possible Gaussian deconvolution of the anodic CV part for an RuO 2 -based material, with up to six highly overlapped transitions is shown in Fig. 2 . Some of them could cause the appearance of the very weak, but distinguishable, peaks at around 0.35 and 0.50 V SCE .
The highest capacitance of RuO 2 was achieved upon optimization of its crystallinity and degree of hydration. In case of hydrous RuO 2 , 16 750 F g -1 was registered upon heating at 150 C, whereas sol-gel processed oxide supported in a low amount on high surface area carbon black reached 700 F g -1 with calcinations at 300 C. 21 It was supposed that the ordering of the RuO 6 octahedra, the content of crystalline water and the particle size were optimally balanced at this temperature, enabling the best pseudocapacitive properties to be obtained.
Three types of capacitive contributions for RuO 2
Detailed potentiodynamic investigations [33] [34] [35] of the capacitive behavior of crystalline RuO 2 revealed at least three types of capacitive processes distinguishable by the potential region over which each of them dominates. The double layer charging is the fastest, and contributes with up to 35 % to the overall capacitance even at a very low discharging rate. 33 The cathodic increase in currents is assigned to diffusion-limited incorporation of protons into the oxide matrix. The release of the appropriate charge spreads over the whole anodic branch with simultaneous redox transitions according to Eq. (2) and Fig. 2 . The valuable development of this pseudocapacitive process requires slow discharge in crys- Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ talline RuO 2 , but it is believed that it is dominant (65 % contribution 36 ) and much faster for the hydrous state of the oxide. Finally, the pseudo-capacitance appears additionally increased by a contribution of the third type of capacitive processes -electrosorption of ions from the solution, which can contribute by 20 % to the overall capacitance.
If the considered mechanism of pseudo-capacitive behavior of noble metal oxides would be applied to the IrO 2 response shown in Fig. 1 , it follows that either the proton intercalation process is suppressed or it manifests itself at more positive potentials with respect to RuO 2 . The later implies its pronounced overlapping with redox transitions of Ir and, consequently, a much harder determination of capacitive performances. On the other hand, the consideration presented in Section 2.1 does not analyze the distribution of the capacitance throughout the porous layer, which depends on the charging/discharging rate. 37 Bearing in mind these particularities, the analysis of an in-depth pore resistance and capacitance profile through the porous layers of oxides, carbon blacks and their composites will be presented in the following sections. This analysis was performed by applying the methodology of a transmission line equivalent to the dynamic response of porous capacitive materials 1, 15 to the charging/discharging data gained from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF POROUS SUPERCAPACITIVE MATERIALS
The electrical equivalent of an idealized uniform porous supercapacitive material exchanging the charge with the electrolyte can be presented by an RC ladder, 37 schematically shown in Fig. 3 . The RC ladder is a transmission line electrical circuit consisting of n parallel branches with a resistor and capacitor in series. The parameter n depends on the thickness of the porous layer (pore length) and electrolyte composition. 6, 15, 23, 38 In real systems, the tortuous pores are not ideally cylindrical, their diameter can vary along the length and pore size distribution exists, which should also affect the number of the required branches.
Upon sinusoidal perturbation of the input potential, the charging/discharging current response at the pore orifice is: 37 a p,0 p,0 ,0
where E a is the input amplitude and  is the angular frequency. Eq. (3) implies that the output current is phase-shifted with respect to the input by -45 at any .
The frequency required to reach the bottom of a pore of the length has to fulfill the condition: The RC ladder model indicates generally (irrespective of whether the system is ideal or not) that the frequency of the output signal does not change through the porous layer, whereas its amplitude weakens, reaching asymptotically zero for given  at a certain distance z, according to Eq. (4). Consequently, the signal penetration depth, z p , can be defined as: 37
e., the bottom of the pore is already reached at frequencies as low as 2/ p, , RC  . For thin-layer, porous supercapacitive materials usually having the capacitance of several hundreds of F g -1 and pore resistances not above several thousands of , a reliable analysis of the in-depth capacitance profile should be obtained at reasonable frequencies down to the order of mHz. Eqs. (3)- (5) imply that the capacitive response of the most outer parts of a porous layer is obtained at , since the inner surface defined by pores can hardly follow the fast changes of the periodic input.
The number of required branches in the RC ladder equivalent electrical circuit
In order to analyze the capacitive response upon sinusoidal perturbation by an input potential using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method, suitable software, able to fit the measured data into a freely chosen equivalent electrical circuit (EEC), is applied. The EEC that gives the best fitting results, which are evaluated according to the overall relative fitting error,  r , calculated as the square root of  2 -the error parameter usually used in EIS and directly obtained by the fitting software, defines the required number of RC branches. 39 Additionally, the fitting quality is to be judged with respect to the __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ values of obtained fitting parameters, which were taken as reliable if the relative dissipation of the gained values was less than 20 %. Finally, the plots of fitting data should agree with those registered experimentally as far as possible.
RC ladders for RuO 2 -and IrO 2 -based coatings on titanium
Detailed analysis of the in-depth capacitance profile of RuO 2 was investigated in the cases of thick and thin coatings (different pore lengths) on Ti prepared by an alkoxide ink procedure. 38, 40 In order to alter the capacitive characteristics, the EIS spectra of the coatings were registered in two different solutions, 1.0 mol dm -3 H 2 SO 4 and 5.0 mol dm -3 NaCl, pH 2. The  r values as a function of the required branches in the RC ladder EEC are shown in Fig. 4 . The EECs with highest number of branches are those that gave the best fittings of the EIS data (if this number is further increased, the fitting does not return reasonable and reliable values of the EEC parameters). It follows generally that thicker coatings and electrolytes of higher concentrations with less movable ions require more branches. According to Eq. (2), an additional influence of different proton concentrations in the applied electrolytes (pH 0 and 2) on the coating in-depth distribution of the pseudo-capacitance, and consequently, on the number of required branches, is to be expected. It is usual to assume that the fitting quality is satisfactorily good if  r is below 3 %. Fig. 4 shows that  r steeply decreases in solutions of higher ionic strength, the decrease being more pronounced for thicker coatings. On the other hand, it appears that a good fitting quality in H 2 SO 4 solution was already achieved with no branching (R  C ,1 in Fig. 3 ). However, the plots of this EEC and the data did not agree well (not shown), unless at least 2 and 4 branches were applied for the data in H 2 SO 4 and NaCl solutions, respectively.
The requirement for the introduction of more branches is already indicated at first glance of the measured data shown in Fig. 5 , which shows the capacitance complex plane plots of thick coating in the two investigated solutions. Apparently, several overlapping capacitive loops appear in NaCl solution, which is not the case in H 2 SO 4 solution. Full development of the branching in NaCl solution required two orders of magnitude lower frequencies (2.5 mHz) in comparison to corresponding features registered in H 2 SO 4 solution (0.2 Hz). In the spectrum of thin coating (not shown), two well-separated loops were distinguishable only in NaCl solution, whereas the lowest required frequency appeared insensitive to the coating thickness in both H 2 SO 4 and NaCl solution.
The considered differences in the EIS spectra and the EECs for coatings of different thickness in different solutions appear not to be due to the expected differences in pore resistance. Although the ionic strengths of H 2 SO 4 and NaCl solution differ considerably, their ohmic resistances as well as pore resistances up to the last branch in H 2 SO 4 solution are similar, irrespective of the coating thick-__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ ness. 38 It follows that the lower ionic strength of the H 2 SO 4 solution is compensated for by the much larger ion mobility. On the other hand, well-separated capacitive loops, and consequently the requirement for more branched RC ladders, are the most pronounced in EIS spectra registered at the potential of the appearance of reversible CV peaks related to Eq. (2). A detailed investigation of the EIS behavior along the potential window from Fig. 1 The mentioned findings indicate that the separation of the capacitive loops is more due to the onset of pseudo-capacitance according to Eq. (2), which is limited by diffusion of protons into and out of the noble metal oxide matrix, than due to the distribution of the pore resistance. In case of pure coatings, the separation is better pronounced in solutions of lower proton concentration (NaCl, pH 2). However, binary MeO 2 -TiO 2 coatings require a minimal proton concentration (1 M H 2 SO 4 ) for the development of the separation since the noble metal oxide is finely distributed within the semiconductive TiO 2 matrix (RuO 2 /TiO 2 particles diameter ratio 8 nm/100 nm 27 ). It appears that pH 2 is not enough for the signal of moderate frequencies (down to few mHz) to penetrate the binary coating considerably and evolve full pseudocapacitive behavior. Hence, the separation of capacitive loops, and in-depth capacitance profile, could not be clearly developed. Carbon blacks of high surface area are known as double-layer capacitors, although the pseudocapacitive contribution of carbon functional groups (CFGs), which can be created by chemical or electrochemical activation of carbonaceous materials, 13, [43] [44] [45] can be significant. Electrochemical oxidation of even smooth glassy carbon surfaces (low surface area) 13, 45 considerably increases the capacitance due to the formation of CFGs and surface roughening. Abundant creation of CFGs was achieved by modest oxidation, which caused the largest separation of capacitive loops in proton-rich solution, as shown in Fig. 6 . Hence, the separation appears to have an origin similar to the case of noble metal oxides -the development of pseudocapacitive behavior. However, thorough oxidation conditions were found to cause a "cutoff" of the CFGs from the surface, and consequently the separation diminished (Fig. 6) . Irrespective of the content of CFGs, the capacitance increases from non-oxidized to the thoroughly oxidized state by more than two orders of magnitude.
A thin layer of the two commercial carbon black (CB) supercapacitors of considerably different real surface area, S BET of 1475 (HSC) and 248 m 2 g -1 (LSC), were found to obey 5-and 3-branch RC ladder, respectively. 6 These have been fully correlated with the layer morphology (cross section geometry, equivalent pore diameter, pore length and pore tortuosity). The structures of the applied EECs, as well as capacitance and resistance values obtained by fitting the experimental EIS data to the circuits, which are supported by the results obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements, enabled an estimation of the capacitance and resistance profile throughout the porous carbon black electrodes.
Capacitance complex plane plots of HSC-supported ruthenium oxide of increasing particle size and low oxide loading are shown in Fig. 7 . 23 For com-__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ parison, a plot for HSC is also shown. The plots consist of capacitive loops of decreasing radius with increasing particle size. Although the capacitance plot of HSC consists of at least two overlapped capacitive loops, only one loop could be clearly seen for the composites, which suggests a decrease in the required number of branches. The lowest capacitance values (both the imaginary and the real part) were registered for HSC at frequencies down to 2.0 Hz. This indicates that a part of the composite surface that was easily accessible to the electrolyte is of larger capacitive ability than corresponding part of the HSC surface, due to the presence oxide particles. However, at the frequencies below 2.0 Hz, the admittance of HSC is much larger than that of composites with larger particles. These results are in accordance with those obtained by cyclic voltammetry. The lines present the response of a 2-branch RC ladder EEC in each case. 13 Impregnation of CBs with hydrated ruthenium oxide always causes a decrease in the BET real surface. 46, 47 This decrease in real surface becomes more pronounced with increasing oxide mass fraction. 48 However, the decrease __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ in real surface area is accompanied by an increase in the composite capacitance caused by the pseudo-capacitance of the oxide, which could prevail over the reduction in CB double layer capacitance due to the decrease in the real surface area. 21 These effects of impregnation are more pronounced if the real surface area of the CB substrate is larger. However, if the oxide fraction in the composite is rather small, and if the oxide particles are large enough, the pseudocapacitive contribution of the oxide could not be sufficient to prevail, or at least to compensate, the decrease in the double layer capacitance caused by the decrease in the real surface area of CB substrate (Fig. 7) . Hence, under certain impregnation conditions (leading to small oxide fraction and/or large oxide particles) and under rather high charging/discharging rates, the capacitive properties of the composite may be even worse than those of the carbon substrate. 23 These considerations are clearly reflected in the number of required branches in the EEC for the CB/RuO 2 composites. Instead of the five branches required for HSC, only three returned satisfactory good fitting of the EIS data of the HSC/RuO 2 composite. The number of required branches appeared insensitive to oxide loading and particle size. 23 On the other hand, RuO 2 supported on LSC required one branch more than bare LSC, which reflect mostly the capacitive response of the oxide. Fig. 7 . Capacitance complex plane plots of high surface area carbon and high surface area carbon-supported ruthenium oxide of increasing particle size and low oxide loading. 23 (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
In-depth capacitance profiling of porous supercapacitors
The application of transmission line EEC as presented in Section 3.1 enables a detailed analysis of the capacitance distribution through the thin layers of the mentioned porous supercapacitive materials in correlation to the pore resistance distribution. In the following sections, this analysis is presented. The fitting data obtained according to methodology presented in Section 3.1.1 can be used to calculate the values of the total, C tot , outer, C out , and inner, C in , capacitances of the thick and thin RuO 2 coatings in the two electrolytes. The C out relates to the coating surface directly exposed to the electrolyte, i.e., its capacitive response is not affected by the pore resistance. The C in is the sum of the capacitances each associated to certain signal penetration depth, z p (Eq. (5)), thus representing the response of coating of the internal surface. Bearing in mind the physical meaning of Eq. (5) and Fig. 3 , mentioned capacitances can be calculated using the following equation:
The values calculated according to Eq. (6) are summarized in Fig. 8 , in
which the values of the so-called electrochemical morphology factor,  ec , were calculated as the ratio of C in to C tot , 49 are also given. The values of total capacitance appear insensitive to the electrolyte composition for both thick and thin coating. This indicates that the applied frequencies were sufficiently low to take into account the diffusion limitations to Eq. (2). On the other hand, the values of the outer and inner capacitance, as well as of morphology factor, differed considerably in the different solutions. The  ec values were higher for the thick coating in both the H 2 SO 4 and NaCl solution, due to the more pronounced contri- The lower values of C out in the NaCl solution for both the thick and thin coating are the consequence of the less pronounced contribution of the pseudo-capacitance to the capacitive characteristics of the coating, since the H + concentration was lower in this solution. For the same reason, C in was greater in the NaCl solution, although the higher ion concentration and different mechanism of cation movement in comparison to the H 2 SO 4 solution could be also involved in the response of internal surface. Da Silva et al. 49 found that the morphology factor was lower in sulfate-containing electrolytes than in those that contained Cl -. Apparently, the more pronounced contribution of the hardly accessible inner surface to the capacitive characteristics of the thin coating in the NaCl solution considerably exceeded the decreased contribution of the pseudo-capacitance to the value of the outer capacitance with respect to the H 2 SO 4 solution.
Poorly conductive and active state of Ir in IrO 2 -based coatings on Ti
Since the regions of low CV and high pseudocapacitive currents are clearly separated in the CV response of IrO 2 -based coatings (the border is around 0.20 V SCE , Fig. 1 ), the RC ladder has a slightly different construction with respect to IrO 2 -based coatings. 41 It required 2-and 3-branch ladders in parallel, whereas the data at low frequencies were found to be governed by a resistor in parallel to these ladders. The additional resistor was assigned to the poorly conductive state of Ir within the oxide matrix. The data registered above 0.20 V SCE did not require the inclusion of a diffusion element in the EEC, which indicates that mass transport limitations to Eq. (2) were operative at potentials below 0.20 V SCE . It follows that the crucial changes in the Ir oxidation state required for the development of a pronounced pseudocapacitive response above 0.20 V SCE occurred in the potential range below this potential (in the region of the poorly conductive state).
The potential-dependent in-depth capacitance profile of IrO 2 -based coating in H 2 SO 4 solution is shown in Fig. 9 . Generally, the highest values of the capacitances were obtained around 0.75 V SCE , which corresponds to the most pronounced transition currents in Fig. 1 . The exception is the value of the last branch at 0.35 V SCE . It follows these values mainly present the pseudo-capacitance caused by the transition of the poorly active state to the more conductive active one. Indeed, if the potential was only slightly shifted anodically to 0.40 V SCE , the mentioned capacitance considerably decreased, while the values in preceding branches increased by an order of magnitude. All these changes concern the capacitors situated "deeper" down the transmission line, which reflect the performances of the internal parts of the coating. However, the corresponding resistances were found negligibly dependent on potential, which suggest their prevailing pore resistance nature. 41 On the other hand, the resistances of outer parts of the coating (the first two branches) decreased considerably, and hence they are to be assigned rather to charge transfer resistance (Eq. (2)). These findings strongly __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ support the suggestion that the lower, poorly conductive oxidation states of Ir are mainly situated in the internal parts of the coating. The transition from low to high Ir oxidation states, as well as its distribution through the porous coating, appears as crucial for the full development of the capacitive performance of the IrO 2 -based coatings. Fig. 9 . In-depth capacitance profile at different potentials of IrO 2 -based coatings on titanium. 41 
Carbon blacks
The structures of applied EECs used to fit the data of the low and high surface area carbons (LSC and HSC, respectively), 6 as well as the capacitance and resistance values are shown in Fig. 10 .
Starting from the external surface, directly exposed to the electrolyte (1 st branch, 0.32 F g -1 ) towards interior of the HSC layer, an increase in the capacitance by two orders of magnitude was registered, which is associated with negligible increase in the pore resistance (down to the 3 rd branch, Fig. 10a ). Considering the morphology of the HSC layer (Fig. 11) , it could be envisaged that the capacitance increases due to the increasing contribution of the parts of the internal surface available to the electrolyte through about 30-m wide macropores, as the frequency decreases. In a certain frequency range, which corresponds to the time constants of the 3 rd and 4 th transmission branches (Fig. 10a) , the capacitance values are similar, but pore resistance starts to increase noticeably. Since capacitors are connected in parallel, the layer capacitance in this __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ frequency range can be calculated as the sum of capacitances in all the preceding circuit branches using Eq. (6). This summation down to fourth branch gives a value of 48 F g −1 , which agrees with the value for outer capacitance obtained by cyclic voltammetry. It appears that electrolyte easily reaches those parts of the internal surface that are available through macro-pores, i.e., spaces between the large agglomerates observed in Fig. 11 . Near five-fold increase in capacitance as well as pore-resistance is registered at sufficiently low frequencies, which correspond to the time constant of the 5 th transmission branch. This branch can be associated to the parts of internal surface comprising micro-pores, i.e., the microporous structure of the agglomerates (Fig. 11) . Total capacitance of the layer equals 175 F g −1 , which is a value nearly two times than that obtained by cyclic voltammetry. Hearing in mind that total CV capacitance is obtained under hypothetical condition at zero CV charging/discharging rate, which is close to the value according to BET surface area of HSC, it follows from CV and EIS analysis that almost half of the HFC thin layer is virtually inaccessible to the electrolyte. and pore resistances (). 6 Contrary to the HSC capacitive in-depth profile, the LSC capacitance was found to decrease at moderate frequencies (down to n = 2, Fig. 10b ) going from the external surface towards the bulk of the layer, with a corresponding increase in the pore resistance of two orders of magnitude. A remarkable increase in the capacitance was registered at very low frequencies, associated with the relaxed increase in the pore resistance. It appears that the capacitive response of the LSC internal surface, available through constricted and branched pores of a loose LSC layer, 6 is expressed in this low-frequency domain. The remarkably higher pore resistance, as well as the decrease in capacitance, on going from the external towards the interior of the layer (2 nd branch) of the LSC in comparison to the HSC could be explained by visually observed poor wetting of the LSC layer by the electrolyte. 24 A similar capacitance distribution of the external and internal __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ surface was also obtained by CV analysis. 6 The capacitance of external surface is larger than internal, similarly to the EIS data for the 1 st and 2 nd branch (Fig.  10b) . The total capacitance of the LSC, immediately after electrode immersion, was calculated by Eq. (6) to be 32.6 F g −1 , a value that is in agreement with that obtained by CV. However, after successive charging/discharging cycles, total capacitance of the layer increases to 39.9 F g −1 . This can be explained by the continuous decrease in hydrophobicity of the XC layer, 24 as a consequence of carbon activation by formation of surface oxygen-containing groups during prolonged charging/discharging. 47 The similarity of CV and EIS data for the obtained LSC capacitance profile indicates that this LSC could be nearly completely utilized during slow charging/discharging processes.
(a) (b) Fig. 11 . Surface appearance of a thin layer of high surface area carbon black. a) Non-uniform microscopic distribution of large agglomerates separated by ca. 30 m-wide pores; b) compact texture of the agglomerates. 6 (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
Ruthenium oxide/carbon black composites
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the impregnation of carbon blacks with supercapacitive hydrous ruthenium oxide can cause a reduction or extension of the required branches in EEC, depending on the real surface area of the CB. Consequently, this alters the total capacitance, and, in some cases, can even result in its reduction with respect to the CB support. 23, 50, 51 The alteration of the capacitance profile for thin layer ruthenium oxide/CB composites was also found to be dependent on the particle size and loading of the oxide. 23 Since there is qualitative difference between composite and carbon substrate due to the presence of the oxide phase, a more complex morphology for the composite layer could be expected. From the standpoint of the EIS capacitive characteristics presented in Fig. 7 , this is not the case. The specific capacitances and pore resistances, obtained by fitting the BP/R composite impedance data from Fig. 7 to a 3-branch EEC, are presented in Fig. 12 .
The outer capacitance of the composites, given as the value of the 1 st branch, is by two orders of magnitude larger than the outer capacitance of HSC (0.32 F g −1 ,
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ Fig. 10a ), and decreases with oxide particle size. The much larger outer capacitance of the composite in contrast to the carbon substrate is a consequence of presence of oxide particles impregnated into the outer surface of the carbon grains (Fig. 11) , represented by the sum of the pseudo-capacitance and the double layer capacitance at electrolyte/oxide interface. There is also a decrease in the values of inner capacitances (2 nd branch) as the particle size increases. However, the value obtained for smallest oxide particle size is comparable to the sum of inner capacitances of the carbon substrate from the 2 nd to 4 th branch (47 F g −1 , Fig. 10a ), while the inner capacitance of the composites of larger particle size are lower with respect to HSC. These findings indicate that small oxide particles are distributed over the surface of carbon grains, with the morphology of the composite resembling that of the carbon support and hindering electrolyte access to the bare carbon surface with the porous grains. On the other hand, larger oxide particles tend to form a physical mixture with the carbon grains, causing only a partial sealing of the pores between the carbon grains, and leaving considerable part of the internal surface of carbon grains uncovered. Fig. 12 . In-depth capacitance and pore resistance profiles for the composites of RuO 2 supported on high surface area carbon as the functions of the oxide particle size. 23 Decrease in composite inner capacitances with oxide particle size is accompanied by an increase in the pore resistance (Fig. 12) . The resistance in the pores of the composite with smallest oxide particle size corresponds to resistances in the 1 st and 2 nd branch of the HSC (Fig. 10a) , while the resistances in the composite pores with larger oxide particle size are larger than those for the HSC. This is a consequence of volume shrinkage of the micro-pores (interparticle space within the carbon grains), in which the oxide particles accumulated, thus hindering the approach of the electrolyte to the interior of the composite layer. (Fig. 12) is much lower than the inner capacitance of the second branch and does not depend considerably on the aging time. This capacitance value is by an order of magnitude lower than corresponding value for the HSC (about 10 and 130 F g −1 , respectively). However, the associated pore resistance is similar to the corresponding value for the HSC, which implies that the inner capacitance in the third circuit branch is associated with morphologically similar parts of the porous composite layer and the carbon substrate -to those corresponding to the internal surface of the carbon grains. For these parts of the surface, impregnation failed, since oxide particles on the top closed the pore orifices at the surface of carbon grains (Fig.  13 ). These oxide particles at the surface of the carbon grains block electrolyte access to the porous interior of the carbon grains, thus leaving it even dry and making it inactive. This should cause the values of inner capacitance of the composites from the third branch to be much smaller than that of the carbon substrate. With a four-fold increase in the loading of the smallest particles, all capacitances down the RC ladder were found to increase, with the total capacitance of the composite being more than doubled with respect to the HSC. 23 It follows from above considerations that the combination of a HSC and small oxide particles could hardly lead to superior capacitive performance of RuO 2 /HSC composite. Since oxide particles block the pore orifices of the carbon grains, the interior, i.e., most of the extended carbon surface area, is inaccessible, and the HSC support (in a grained form) acts only as a pattern for the distribution and carrier of the active oxide.
RuO 2 /LSC Composite. The in-depth capacitance and pore resistance profiles for composites of increasing size of oxide particles supported on the low surface area carbon at an optimal loading 23 are presented in Fig. 14 .
The outer composite capacitance (1 st branch) increased with particle size, which is opposite to the case of the RuO 2 /HSC composites (Fig. 12) . Although the outer capacitance of the HSC-based composites was considerably larger than that of the HSC, the outer capacitance of the LSC-based composite with the smallest oxide particles (about 4 F g −1 , Fig. 14 7 F g −1 , Fig. 10b) . However, the outer capacitance of the composite of the largest particle size (about 20 F g −1 ) was an order of magnitude larger than that of the LSC. These findings clearly indicate that the impregnation of the outer surface of the carbon was weak in the case of the smallest particle size, while it became pronounced only with the XC/R 46 composite. The surface appearance of the small-particle RuO 2 /LSC composite was found to be quite similar to the loose structure of an LSC layer, 23,51 while a more compact structure of the grains pasted together was seen from the appearance of the surface of the large-particle RuO 2 /LSC composite. 23, 51 The inner capacitances of the smallest-particle RuO 2 / /LSC composite (2 nd and 3 rd branch, Fig. 14) was much larger than the outer, while in the cases of the larger-particle RuO 2 /LSC composite, these two capacitances had similar values. The associated pore resistances increased, whereas the values obtained for the RuO 2 /LSC composite layers were considerably lower than the corresponding values obtained for the LSC (110 , Fig. 10b ), but quite similar to the values obtained for the RuO 2 /HSC composites, which was also the case of the values of the inner capacitances (Fig. 12 ). This suggests that these circuit parameters are to be assigned rather to the oxide than to the carbon substrate. The inner capacitance of small-particle RuO 2 /LSC composite is much larger than corresponding capacitances of composites of the larger oxide particles. Therefore, the largest capacitance at rather slow charging/discharging rates is to be expected for the composite of the small oxide particles. Inner capacitance of the small-particle RuO 2 /LSC composite in the 4 th branch is significantly smaller than the values of the 2 nd and 3 rd branch. Taking into account the corresponding resistance in the pores of about 170  (Fig. 14) , this part of the inner capacitance should be considered to correspond to the capacitive response of hardly accessible parts of the inner oxide surface, located in the intergranular spaces of the carbon substrate. An analysis of the capacitive responses to dynamic perturbations of typical supercapacitive materials, i.e., noble metal oxides (RuO 2 and IrO 2 ), carbonaceous materials and RuO 2 -impregnated carbon blacks using the methodology of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and transmission line equivalence led to their comprehension. EIS responses of all the investigated materials in the form of porous thin layer were found to obey RC ladder-type equivalent electrical circuits, requiring different numbers of branches of R and C in series, which depended on the type and composition of the material, as well as on the electrolyte composition. This finding allows the profiling of the capacitance performances through the porous supercapacitive materials.
Owing to pseudocapacitive behavior and characteristic coating texture, the EIS response of RuO 2 -based coatings on Ti required more branches, i.e., was caused by a more pronounced coating in-depth capacitance distribution, as the coating thickness increased and the proton concentration in the solution decreased. The former influenced the distribution of the pore resistance of the coatings, whereas the later affects the pseudocapacitive response of the oxide. Similar findings also held for IrO 2 -based coatings on Ti. The EIS measurements showed that the transition from the poorly active to the pseudocapacitive active state of IrO 2 was limited by proton diffusion, which negligibly depended on the proton concentration in the electrolyte. This transition, as well as its distribution through the porous coating, appeared cardinal for the full development of the capacitive performance of the coating. The transition occurred much easier in a solution of lower hydrogen ion content. This unexpected behavior is the consequence of much closer potential positions of the transitions reactions.
The number of required branches in RC ladder increased with real surface area of carbon blacks as typical representatives of double layer supercapacitors. The capacitance of a layer of high-surface-area carbon (HSC) increased on going from the external surface towards the bulk of the layer. This increase was associated with a negligible increase in pore resistance of the layer. A considerably larger part of the total capacitance of the HSC originated from its internal surface, a considerable amount of which was inaccessible to the electrolyte. The external capacitance reflected the capacitive characteristics of a macro-scale surface consisting of relatively large agglomerates, while the internal capacitance originated from the micro-porous inner surface. Contrary to HSC, the low-surface-area carbon black (LSC) had a loose structure that produced the opposite distribution of the total capacitance between the external and internal surfaces. In this case, the internal surface was fully available for slow charging/discharging processes.
The impregnation of the HSC by sol-gel processed supercapacitive RuO 2 decreased the number of required branches with respect to carbon support, while __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2013 Copyright (CC) SCS Available online at shd.org.rs/JSCS/ impregnation of the LSC increased the required number. The capacitance of the HSC-supported composites decreased with increasing oxide particle size, while the capacitance of the LSC-supported composites increased. Increasing the oxide loading led to an increase in capacitance of the HSC-supported composites. However, the inner surface of the HSC as substrate became even less accessible to the electrolyte and rather inactive, because of pore blocking by the oxide particles at the top of the carbon grains. The best energy storage performances at low charging/discharging rates are to be expected for composites prepared from small oxide particles and LSC, while composites with HSC would suffer from the loss of the energy storage ability of the carbon double layer capacitor part.
